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'Imperforate" Sitting Helvetias

	

by Harlan F. Stone

After years of using scissors to cut
apart Imperforate Sitting Helvetias, some
letter writers apparently found it hard to
stop when the perforated Sitting
Helvetias replaced the "Strubels",
beginning in 1862.

Here are three cases of the perforated
stamps cut with scissors:

No. 1 . A letter from Cevio via
Locarno to Alessandria, Italy, postmarked
on June 12, 1865 . The 30c. vermilion
stamp has been cut on an angle along the
right side so the lower perfs are gradually
eliminated, and along the bottom so only
very slight indentations between the perfs
remain .

No . 2. A letter from Luzern to
Schoenenwerd, postmarked on July
10, 1866. The 10c. blue stamp has
been cut on all four sides, leaving only
traces of perfs on the upper right side
but full perfs along the bottom, plus
part of the adjoining stamp at the left
end of the bottom.

No . 3. A cover front from the Rigi-Scheideck
Hotel via Gersau to Cleveland, Ohio, postmarked
on July 27, 1874. The stamp user has carefully
clipped the 20c . orange and 30c. blue stamps
along all four outer lines of the design, so they
" match " the imperforate blue hotel stamp in the
right corner.

These examples of "imperforate" sitting
Helvetias help illustrate the transition from
imperforate to perforated stamps in Switzerland .
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Cover story of November 1994 TELL revisited
by Harlan F. Stone

A TELL reader has asked why there are two differ-
ent postmarks on the Sitting Helvetia proofs used on
the local cover illustrated, questioning whether the
cover may have been " fabricated" and not authentic.

The postmark clear of both proofs is a "brief expedi-
tion" (letter dispatch) circular date stamp, used when
the letter was mailed at the post office . It is an exam-
ple of Group 148 in the Andres and Emmenegger
handbook of cancellations . The characteristics of this
group include a small cross at the bottom and thick
bars above and below the date bridge . A second strike
of this postmark thoroughly cancels the 3c . proof but
barely touches the very lower right portion of the 2c.
proof.

The postmark more fully cancelling the 2c . proof is
a "brief distribution " (letter delivery) circular date
stamp, used when the letter was delivered by the post
office's "poste restante" section. It is an example of
Group 149 in the handbook. The characteristics of this
group include a large cross in a circle at the bottom
and fine hatching above and below the date bridge.
This second type of postmark matches two other deliv-
ery strikes on the back of the cover . It was probably
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From the President
"Happy Valley" presented itself with the most

magnificent weather to be counted on at this time
of the year, when SCOPEX '95 and the Society's
convention took place. While I expected a bigger
membership participation, the 16 members who
were here made up for it with their enthusiasm.
Elsewhere in this issue, further information on
the convention can be found.

With a newly elected Board taking office in
January, based on our by-laws, all appointed
representatives and officers had to be
reconfirmed by the Board. This has been done
and I am pleased to report that all of them

accepted this task again. Their names are

recorded in TELL under "Officers 1995-1997".
Thanks to all of you for continuing your service to
Helvetia. Without your help in taking care of
these important tasks, we couldn't exist.

Recapitulating the continuous saga of the
success with our Felix Ganz book, which shows
the esteem in which Felix was held, we can report
to you that a second printing of an additional 100
books was necessary to comply with the demand.
By this writing, 228 books have been distributed
worldwide with 169 being sent to people in the
USA and the rest went to Belgium, Canada,
Colombia, Denmark, England, Germany and
Switzerland . Hence, if you would like a book,
please order it through our secretary, Dick Hall.

According to our Circuit Sales Manager, Emil
Tobler, there are many fine items in the circuits
and many, more members should take advantage
of this fine service . This provides a good chance to
secure good material be it for beginners, advanced
or specialized collectors . "Try it, we are sure you
will like it"

The next Helvetia convention has been set for

January 5-7, 1996 in conjunction with ARIPEX'96

in Mesa, Arizona . Donn Lueck, Regional Director

West, is in charge with the assistance of Charles
LaBlonde. Also place on your calendars and plan

to attend the future conventions at PACIFIC'97
in San Francisco in May 29-June 8, 1997 and-in all

probability in September 1998 with MILCOPEX

in Milwaukee, Wisconsin . While there might be

some questions in regard to having a convention
every year, it gives every member a chance to
participate in a convention by having them spread
throughout the country. Distances to travel is the
main reason for not attending conventions, so
when the convention is closer to home the chances
are better for new participation from a wider
variety of our members . .

Ernest L Bergman

If you buy Swiss or Liechtenstein stamps or covers,
the circuit sales division wants to help fill your needs.
Circuits offer convenience, broad selection, and
reasonable prices . Material for sale can be offered
only by AHPS members. Our low commission (for
sellers only, no buyer charges) encourages very
reasonable pricing.

Nine of our present elected and appointed
officers and representatives and over sixty AHPS
members are active buyers . Join them to build your
collection economically and support AHPS too.

In the past two months circuits have been mailed
containing se-tenent and tete-beche pairs and strips, a
wide selection of used rayons, several books of
strubels and an immense accumulation of covers, K
cancels on cover or piece, booklets and similar
material . Soon to be mailed are officials, postage
dues and franchise, and airmails.

Circuits are specialized, usually containing only
one or two related categories of over 40 available.
They contain material for the beginning collector as
well as the most advanced collector.

For complete information, write (with an SASE
please) or call the Circuit Sales Manager, whose
name, address, and telephone number are listed
inside the front cover of each TELL.
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SWISS POSTAL STATIONERY
WITH POSTAGE DUE

by DR. JANN ETTER, FRAUENFELD
(Translated from the GABRA III catalog by Charles J.
LaBlonde and reprinted with permission of the author)

The postage on Swiss postal stationery was
generally the correct inland postal rate for the item
in question . Thus the postal customer purchasing an
envelope, postcard or wrapper at the window,
besides paying a small amount extra for the paper,
could assume that the postage is correct.

Nevertheless we often find postal stationery with
postage due . There are at least 10 reasons for this,
illustrated below.

Reason 1 Until the end of 1972 Switzerland had
a two-tier system of postal rates, one for the local
zone of 10 kilometers as the crow flies, the other for
the rest of the country . The Tubli-envelopes of 1867
and the following years generally had 5 rappen
stamps for the local zone, 10 rappen stamps for the
rest of the country . If one used a 5 rappen envelope
beyond 10 kilometers, the letter was taxed .

Reason 3 Until 30 November 1891 a letter
franked with 5 or 10 rappen could not weigh more than 15
grams. When the letter weighed over 15 grams it
could be taxed . (Beginning 1 December 1891 the
weight limit was raised to 250 grams . This practically
eliminated postage due for overweight letters .)

Figure I (above) 5 Rappen Tubli letter (Z 24),
sent 11 .11 .1880 from Oftringen to Oberentfelden, a
distance over 10 kilometers . Taxed according to Rule
1 : Two x 10 rappen correct postage less the amount
paid = 15 rappen due. Collected via postage due
stamp 4 Type I, frame upside down and stamp 5,
Type II, normal frame. Tax noted with red " 15 . "

Reason 2 The same situation occurs when a
letter must be forwarded beyond the local zone.

Figure 2 (right) 5 Rappen Tubli letter (Z 24),
sent 19 to 20.4.1885 within Rorschach, then
forwarded to Arnegg, outside the local zone . Taxed
according to Rule 3 : Missing amount of 5 rappen
collected via postage due stamp 17B, normal frame
(light green, carmine) .

Figure 3 (above) Over 15 gram
inland Tubli letter (Z 20), sent 5 .7.1878
(A-Post at that time!) from Zurich to
Lausanne. The letter was the second
weight stage (see blue "2" next to the
stamp) and would have cost 20 rappen.
Taxed according to rule 1 : Twice the
correct postage (2 x 20) due minus 10
rappen paid = 30 rappen due . Collected
via 3 stamp 5 Type I, normal frame (first
day 1 .7 .1878).

Reason 4 When the first wrappers
were issued on 20 March 1871, printed
matter could not weigh more than 40
grams to qualify for the 2 rappen rate.
The weight limit was raised to 50 grams
on 1 October 1872 . If printed matter was
over the 40/50 gram limit it was taxed.
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Figure 4 (right) 5 Rappen
wrapper with green edelweiss (Z
50), sent 9 - 10 . 8. 1944 from Bern
to Basel with contents weighing
over 50 grams. Taxed according
to Rule 2: Double the missing 5
rappen = 10 rappen due . Collected
via stamp 55y . Black "10" showing
the postage due.

Reason 5 Often "things " other
than printed matter were sent in
wrappers, contrary to postal
regulations. The PTT treated such
"things " as letters, to be paid at
the 5 or 10 rappen rate.

Reason 6 Very often one finds postage due caused
by postal rate increases, especially with
postcards. This was, for example, common
on 1 January 1918 and 1 January 1921
(rate increase from 5 to 7 1/2 rappen, then
to 10 rappen). This also held true for the
private postal stationery in use at the
time. Later postcard rate increases had
the same effects.

Figure 6a (right) 7 1/2 Rappen
postcard (Z 64 II), sent 19 .4.1921 from St.
Gallen to Lenzburg. After 1 .1 .1921
postcard postage was 10 rappen . Taxed
according to Rule 3 : Missing amount of 2
1/2 rappen collected via 3 rappen due
stamp 30. (There was no 1/2 postage due
stamp because there was no 1/2 rappen
coin.). So the PTT made an extra 1/2
rappen handling fee in this case . Blue "3 ."

Figure 5. (middle left) 2 Rappen
wrapper (Z 13) sent 4-5.7.1891 from
Richtersweil to Rapperswyl (written
by the sender as "Rapperschweil").
Taxed with 18 rappen . The correct
postage must have been 10 rappen
(Rule 1 : 2 x 10 - 2 = 18 rappen due).

But why 10 rappen instead of the
usual printed matter postage of 2
rappen? Rapperswyl was in the local
zone relative to Richterswil so, even if
there was a letter in the wrapper, the
postage would be 5 rappen (postage
due 2 x 5 - 2= 8 rappen) . Genuine
printed matter over 251 grams would
have cost 10 rappen . The thin
wrapper would not have held so much
weight. Conclusion: The contents
were treated as a letter that was
between 16 and 30 grams, that is, the
second weight step for letters . This
would have been 10 rappen in the
local zone, which leads to the 18
rappen due. Collected with stamps 16,
17 and 18Da Type II, normal frame
(bright green, carmine) . Blue "18 ."

Figure 6b (left) GABRA Picture postcard of 1985,
underway from 28 .3 to 5 .4.1994 in Frauenfeld . Postal
rate for postcards after 1 .2 1993 was, however, 60
rappen. Taxed according to Rule 4: Missing postage 10
rappen plus 50 rappen penalty = 60 rappen due.
Collected via special stamp "50 Years Swiss Sports
School Maggligen of 15 .3.1994. This piece is, of course,
philatelic in nature . But the philatelist did not ask for
the special stamp to be used in a postage due role.
Use of regular stamps - with and without T - to collect
postage due are fairly common.
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Reason 7 It often happened that postcards
were not used in accordance with the very strict
PTT rules for their use . They were often
"over-used" (too much text on the address side) or
they had things attached to them. Especially
popular were wool samples that were stuck into the
card, which caused the card to require letter
postage (until the end of 1972 postcard rates were
the same as those for letters in the local zone).

Figure 7a (right) " Overused " Bundesfeier
postcard (Z 85), sent 6-7 .8.1937 from Obersaxen to
Brienz . The writer even used the upper section
reserved for postal use to fully express his feelings.
The PTT collected from the addressee since, in
their mind, it was a letter . Taxed according to Rule
2: Double missing postage (inland letter postage 20
rappen), 2 x 10 = 20 rappen due, collected via
postage due stamp 45z. Black " 20 . " Reason 9 Periodically double cards (with paid

answer) were sent abroad without the necessary
postage on the return card. These cards were
taxed upon return to Switzerland.

Reason 10 Finally, some postcards were sent
on their way with invalid stamps . They were
treated as unfranked.

The Postage Due Rules for
Swiss Domestic Mail

During the validity period of postage due
stamps (1878 - 1954/56) there were various
methods for assessing postage due . We call them
"Rules . "

Figure 7b (above) Postcard (Z 90I) from a weaver,
sent 23-24.11 1924 from Dudingen/Guin to Reinach.
Mrs. Fasel ordered two bundles of pink wool and 5
bundles beige wool, including samples of what she
ordered. For the PTT it was simply a letter with a
postage rate of 20 rappen . Taxed according to Rule 3
with the missing 10 rappen amount collected via
postage due stamp 32. Violet"10 ."

Reason 8 An inland postcard sent abroad without
the required extra postage would naturally be taxed
by the foreign postal administration . But, when it
could not be delivered or was refused by the addressee
for some reason, it came back to the sender, who had
to pay the foreign amount due.

Figure 8 (right) Inland postcard (Z 108) underway
25 to 28 April 1932 from Zurich to Vienna and back to
Zurich . Because of the missing 10 rappen, the card
was taxed in Vienna according to Rule 2 with 30
groschen (effectively 26 2/3 groschen, but rounded to
the next 5 groschen) . Upon return to Switzerland it
was taxed according to Rule 2 at double the missing
postage (2 x 10 = 20 rappen due) . Collected via
postage stamp 45. Blue hand-written "30 " from
Vienna, red "zuruck" with red arrow, violet " 20 " from
the Zurich post office .

Rule 1 : (To 30 .11 .1891) For under franked items,
double the correct postage minus the actual postage
paid (the most "expensive" rule).

Rule 3 : (1 .12.1891 - 30 .6.1925) For under franked
items, simply the missing amount (the " cheapest"
rule).

Rule 2 : (1 .7.1925 - 31 .12.1975) For under franked
items, double the missing amount (the " middle " rule).
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Rule 4 : (Since 1 .1 .1976) Missing amount + 50
rappen handling charges.

Rule 0: (To 6.5.1945) For postal stationery with
invalid stamps, double postage . From 7 .5.1945 only
the missing amount was taxed by Rule 3.

Figure 9 (right) Swiss reply card (Z52) sent
abroad, underway 21 to 22 January, 1916 from
Bockingen via Heilbronn (Duchy of Wurttemberg)
to Zurich. Franked with only 6 rappen instead of
the 10 rappen required for foreign postal cards at
that time. In Switzerland, taxed according to Rule
2 (this applied also to mail from abroad) : Missing 4
rappen doubled to 8 rappen due which was
rounded up to 10 rappen, as usual for foreign mail.
Postage due stamp 32 . Violet " 10 " .

Figure 10 (left) Special postcard
of 1949 (Z 150), valid for only short
time, underway 25 to 26 February
1954 from Lenk im Simmenthal to
Spiegel via Bern . Taxed according to
Rule 3, just the missing 10 rappen.
Since 7 May 1945 cards with invalid
added stamps were no longer taxed by
Rule 0 (double the missing postage)
but, instead, simply taxed for the
missing amount since the PTT knew
that the basic card had been purchased
and paid . This rule change was caused
by the short period of validity of
special stamps which angered postal
customers. Taxed with 10 rappen
stamp 299, following a 1 .1 .1954 rule
change allowing normal stamps to be
used for postage due (ended April
1956) . Noteworthy is the handwritten
violet date " 26.II .54 " instead of a " T "
marking or the date stamp from
Spiegel or Bern .

TELL 7

Foreign Postal Stationery with
Postage Due Is More Common

Foreign postal stationery taxed in
Switzerland is much more common
than domestic items.

Above all, early items from
Germany and Austria arriving in
Switzerland with only internal postage
paid are very common . The reason:
There was a special agreement
between Austria and Germany
allowing inland postcards to be used
from one to the other. Many mailers
just assumed that the same rules
applied to Switzerland.

The author showed an exhibit at
GABRA III of Swiss inland taxed
postal stationery.
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Profiles of Swiss Stamp Collectors
George Struble

	

Robert D. Gleichenhaus

Most members of AHPS
know George Struble from
his role as the man that
conducts the auctions for
AHPS. George resides in
Salem, Oregon, where he
teaches Computer Science at
Willamette University.
Having taught computing for
over 35 years at the
University of Wisconsin, the
University of Oregon, and
now at Willamette
University, he is a pioneer in
the field of computers.

George is also a pioneer with AHPS, having been a
member of one of our predecessors when in 1975 the
merger of the Swiss-American Stamp Society and the
American Helvetia Philatelic Society created the
present day AHPS.

George started collecting stamps at the age of 10.
In 1947 a friend of his parents did some consulting for
mushroom growers in Switzerland, and he gave
George the Swiss stamps from his correspondence.
They were attractive and aroused an interest, but it
wasn't until 1968 that he got serious about collecting
Swiss stamps. He took a sabbatical leave and traveled
through Switzerland and purchased the then current
stamps at a post office and a few others from a dealer.
Soon after that he started a new issue subscription
with the PTT. The beauty of the Swiss stamps and the
conservative stamp-issuing policies of the PTT
appealed to him. He actually found a country that he
could afford to collect the new issues!

He does not consider himself an advanced collector,
but he has a lot of stamps. He likes the semi-postal
series and has a concentration in Air Mails . Recently
he has been acquiring the 1913 Air fore-runners, mint
and on cards. Of course, with his name, he has to
have a representation in Strubels, but he considers
them pretty ordinary . He also enjoys some of the back
of the book items such as revenues and international
agencies.

He once submitted a couple exhibits to a PIPEX
show in Eugene, Oregon and received a minor award.
He would like to enter in other shows, but feels that
he will have to wait until after he retires.

Other philatelic interests include U .S., Norway,
and Britain, and he still has a number of German and
Canadian stamps; but presently his time and money
are dedicated to Switzerland . He is attempting to
collect U .S. used and would appreciate collectors using
interesting U.S. stamps on their correspondence to
him.

He considers his management of the AHPS
auctions as the most interesting experience he has

had with Swiss stamps . He has purchased most of his
collections through auctions and when requested to
volunteer as auction manager, he accepted . Although
he was hesitant because he did not consider himself
an expert, he found that the officers and members
have been supportive and most helpful when he
needed expert advice. He has had to return some
stamps submitted for auction because he did not feel
that they were genuine. For his first auction he
recalls receiving a "white roof ' variety (Zum. F29a)
and returned it stating "this stamp has a white roof,
but it is on the wrong house . Is this a test? " If he is in
doubt about a stamp he will ask for an opinion from
Bob Zeigler or other members.

George is not much of a convention attendee, and
does not know any Swiss collectors in his area, so he
has to rely on other sources for his philatelic
knowledge . He feels that he learns a great deal from
the auction material that crosses his desk. He credits
TELL for much of his Swiss philatelic knowledge and
states that it is the only periodical that he receives
that he reads cover-to-cover . He recently started
participating in the AHPS circuits and wishes that he
had started that years ago, as he has found a lot of
interesting items at reasonable prices . Plus he learns
even from that material in which he is not interested.

He ends by stating that the people he has worked
with as auction manager have been very gracious,
which has made it a truly enjoyable experience . He
encourages other AHPS members to volunteer for
AHPS activities and responsibilities . He predicts they
will also find them enjoyable and rewarding.

It is a pleasure to have George as a member of
AHPS and we all owe him a debt of thanks for his
efforts over the years . We also look forward to him
exhibiting some of his material at a future AHPS
convention after his retirement.

NEW BOOKS
In connection with the BASLER TAUBE '95

EXPO, the Swiss will publish the following books.
MONOGRAPHY - DIE WINTERTHUR by Hans
Hunziker. SFr. 48. Hard cover book of 48 pages
with; 40 B/W & 8 colored illustrations ; a double page
showing the 50 characteristic markings on a recon-
structed sheet; red printings ; cancellations ; forgeries.
STUDY OF SWISS HOTEL POSTS by Marcel
Kottelat. SFr. 190. 200 page cloth bound with 114
colored and 22 B/W illustrations. A very definitive
study with a catalog section . A leather bound gold
embossed limited edition of 50 copies is planned.
ZACK - SWISS POSTAL RATES TO FOREIGN
COUNTRIES, SFr. 16. Lists all ofSwitzerland's
foreign letter-post rates from 1875 to date . Plus
domestic rates since 1991 and amendments to Vol . I.

(Editors note : These will be available from STYNE
COMPANY LTD (718) 454-3368 at a discount for
AHPS members. A $50 deposit is required for the
STUDY OF SWISS HOTEL POSTS.)
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Postal Cancellations and Markings
in Switzerland

	

by Felix (Ganz
Supplement to Part 47, page 113.

(Ed . note: The following is information that was
inadvertently left out of the above book by Felix Ganz.
It is printed here in the hope that it gets disseminated
to the many purchasers . If you know of anyone that
purchased a book, but does not receive TELL, please
sent them a copy of this article .)

These first P .P. cds. remained in use well into the
1950s, and the dateless octagon is still in use today
from the tiniest offices . But in the 1920s several
newer types came into use, without fleurons (Fig. 5)
akin to Fig. 2, or (Fig. 6) akin to Fig. 3. These were
followed by types with a Swiss cross between town
name and date bridge (Fig. 7) as well as by a few
isolated types with stars at left and right of the date
bridge (Fig. 8) . Zurich' s central office (Zurich 1) also
utilized a dateless octagonal device NEXT to the
respective cancellations reading P .P. ZURICH 1.
(Fig. 9, 2 slightly varying letters ; one of them struck
ON a printed matter rate 3 cts. stamp) . A similar
Liechtenstein strike is shown in Fig . 10 .

made their appearances at the larger offices . They are
all of a uniform type (Fig . 17) inasmuch as they
feature a Swiss cross (in Liechtenstein, the national
coat of arms) (Fig. 18) in the upper semi-circle and
below the town 's name, and below the date bridge
(always with indication of the hour) there is a
semi-bold, unseriffed P.P . (where normally the postal
district number and the canceller 's number or letter
would be found).

Large business firms, or mailers of large mailings,
may bypass the time-consuming (for the post office)
cancellation of each individual piece of mail ; and just
as there are mass mailing permits available in the
United States, similar arrangements are in existence
in the Swiss and Liechtenstein postal systems.

Thus one may find, especially on bulletins or
magazines, printed together with the periodical's title,
etc ., in a variety of forms, but usually in a rectangle,
the P.P. and the town name (Fig . 19) . Such mail need
not go through any cancellation process, but is usually
prebundled or sacked (and weighed rather than
counted).

Other firms and mailers of large quantities of
identical pieces use privately produced rubber stamps

In the mid-1950s, or thereabouts many smaller
offices (in Switzerland and Liechtenstein) received
what is best described as "clip-on" P .P. devices that
were attachable to those offices ' regular cds . (Figs.
11-14) . The initial clip-on type letters were seriffed,
and the use of this device occurred with a great
variety of cds . Sometimes one gets the impression that
in some offices a really old canceller was unearthed
from some drawer and the P .P. device left on
permanently . In other offices, (especially where only
one cds. was available), the P .P . clip was slid on and
taken off upon demand.

A newer type of "clip-on" P.P. device has been seen
used together with the new cds.
(with postal direction number),
and this seriffed and slightly
larger bold face type probably
was issued to the respective
offices when they exchanged
their old type cds. for the new,
numbered ones . Figures 15 and
16 show two similar examples of
this later type.

Upon issuance of the regular
cds. with postal direction
number the current type of
"postage prepaid" date strikes

May 1995

(just as there are mailer's permit rubber stamps in this
country). These devices, of which a number are
reproduced under Figure 20, are found in almost any
color as well as size . Most of them are boxed . Some,
however, imitate the octagonal, neutral device of the
smallest towns ; Others spell out PORTO PAGATO,
PORT PAYE, or GEBUHR BEZAHLT . . .and as long as
the post office gets its money upon posting of such a
large mailing, nobody cares what the P .P. marking
looks like . Collecting these private marking would be
quite an undertaking (of the waste basket type
collecting because no one seems to be interested in
keeping these items .
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AHPS Auction 103

For this auction, the Zumstein 1992 Specialized catalog values are converted into dollars at SFr . 1 = $ .80.
Be aware that newer catalogs may have higher or lower prices . MB is the Minimum Bid.

Please send your bids to : George Struble, 210, 18th St. NE, Salem, OR 97301 . Bids must be
received by June 15.

Our next AHPS auction will appear in the September TELL . . Please submit items for that auction by
June 30.

Lot

	

Description

Rayons

1 Z. 15II.a.2.09a (Sc. 7 var.) 5 Rp. Rayon I . Black PP cancel . Three good
margins; "fresh color and lightly cancelled; cut into along bottom frame line;
no other faults; left sheet margin copy" - Zeigler certif. (Ph)

2 Z. 15IIa .2.09b (Sc . 7 var) 5 Rp . Rayon I . Black PP cancel . Four (small) margins, fresh,
no faults. Zeigler certif. (Ph)

3 Z. 16 II (Sc. 8) 10 Rp . Rayon H . Stone B Type 7 . 3p large margins, upper left frame line
cut into . Grill cancel . (Ph)

Strubels

4 Z. 22Aa (Sc. 25a) 5 Rp. orange-brown. 3p frame lines, grill cancel . (Ph)

5 Z. 24Aa 15 Rp. dull brownish rose, thin paper with green silk thread . "Three frame
lines, somewhat smudged double-struck federal grill cancel ; small crease at upper right
corner" - Zeigler certif.

6 Z. 26C (Sc . 29) 40 Rp . on piece, with Zürich 1858 cds . Three margins, left frame line cut
into.

7 Z. 26C.2.01, 2 .05 (Sc . 29 var .) 40 Rp. Basel cds . Two margins . Two varieties : top frame
line not inked, white spot to right of head.

8 Z. 22F (Sc. 32) 5 RP. VF; three good margins, cut close at left . Grill cancel.
Kimmel certif. (Ph)

MB Value

150 640

300 640

75 210

1,800

130 600

45 100

50 132

600 1,280
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Lot

	

Description

	

MB Value

9 Z . 24F (Sc . 33) 15 Rp . cds Geneve 9 Juin 57 "fresh matt rose shade, clean attractive
cancel ; thin paper ; four frame lines with white margins beyond on three sides;
horizontal crease in upper part of stamp; no other faults" -- Zeigler certif.

10 Z. 23G.2.01 (Sc. 27 var .) 10 Rp. "Comet" variety. Light cds. Four frame lines.
Fresh. (Ph)

11 Z . 24Gc (Sc . 38) 15 Rp. Neat ALTSTADTEN SON AW 4725 cds . 4 good margins (Ph)

12 Z . 25G (Sc . 39) 20 Rp . VF, nicely cut with four margins, Manedorf SON cds (AW
9926), 1 Juli 63 (late usage) (Ph)

Sitting Helvetia

13 Z. 36 (Sc . 50) 1 Fr . VF used . Bern 15 Juli 74 cancel.

14 Z. 42 (Sc . 58) 40 ct . cds BENKEN 12.X.81 Zeigler certif: " fresh, used condition and

without faults"

15 Z . 44-52 (Sc . 60-68) Sitting Helvetia F-VF M . Some have HR, some short perfs etc

16 Z . 48 (Sc . 64) 20 ct . cds BASEL 31 .I .82 Perfs into design at right . Zeigler certif:
"perforations intact, fresh color; cancel a little smudgy and paper a little toned at top,
but without faults"

Z . 49 (Sc . 65) 25 ct . VF. Geneve 4 .I .82 cancel . Signed Guinand.

Z . 49 (Sc . 65) 25 ct . cds ST . GALLEN 31 .XII .81 Zeigler certif: "fresh color and nicely
cancelled; perfs . slightly short at lower left, no other faults"

Cross and Numerals

Z. 63A (Sc. 75) 15 ct . yellow. VF with nice SON cds.

20 Z . 80-85 (Sc . 113-118) Cross & Numeral set . 80-82 F-VF M HR; 83-85 F-VF MNH.
15-ct. VF except perfs into left frame line.

Standing Helvetia

21 Z. 71B (Sc. 93) 1 Fr . VF, Vitznau cds, all perfs intact . (Ph)

22 Z. 66C (Sc. 82a var .) 20 ct. M no gum. VF, well centered, fresh color . Zeigler cert.

23 Z. 68D 30 ct . VF MLH Well centered.

24 Z. 74D (Sc. 96a) 50 ct. M LH . Perfs into design at left.

25 Z. 69E (Sc . 84b) 40 ct. M dist . gum. Design off center but clear of perfs.

26 Z. 72Eb (Sc. 88b) 3 fr . F M NH. Perfs touch design at bottom, ragged perfs UR

27 Z. 92A (Sc . 111) 3 Fr . VF, well centered with sharp SON cds.

28 Z. 92A (Sc . 111) 3 Fr . F-VF, SON St . Gallen cds plus part of a second cancel.

29 Z.92C (Sc. 111a) 3 Fr . F-VF, Chaux de Fonds cds.

30 Z. 92C (Sc. 111a) 3 Fr . Perfs into design at right and bottom . Chaux de Fonds cds.

31 Z. 92C (Sc . 111a) 3 Fr . Perfs into design at bottom . Corner crease. Rue de Stand SON
cds

32 Z. 97A (Sc . 122) 40 ct . F-VF with SON cds.

UPU, more modern stamps

33 Z. 77B (Sc . 98) 5 ct . UPU. VF MNH, fresh!

34 Z. 79B .3.01 (Sc. 100 var .) 25 ct. UPU Perfs touch design at top ; o/w VF used.

35 Z. 114 (Sc. 141) 70 ct. Helvetia with Sword VF MH

36 Z. 122 (Sc . 166) 15 cent Helvetia . VF M HR. Irregular perfs : some are closer together
or deeper than others . (Ph)

37 Z. 128c (Sc. 172) 15 ct . Tell . VF M, small HR.

150 368

150 252

30 64

50 80+

30 104

60 140

15 56

40 136

35 88

25 88

12 28

60 131

90 100

210 580

25 48

25 72

30 128

85 288

45 152

30 152

60 224

35 224

20 224

18 46

50 52

38 64

40 240

22 100

25 88

17

18

19
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Lot

	

Description

38 Z . 163-4, 165z, 166 (Sc. 200-1, 202a, 203) Shields . F-VF M . 163 NH ; 164, 166 HR; 165z

LH . All fresh, nice centering.

Z. 164y (Sc . 201) 1 .20 Fr . VF used.

Z. 176 (Sc . 138) 40 ct. Helvetia with sword . VF unused, no gum.

Z. 179 (Sc . 185) 10 fr . green . VF used.

Z. 189 (Sc . 214) 60-cent Disarmament. VF MLH

Z. 205Ay, 205Az (Sc . 232, 232c) 20 ct . Redrawn . VF MNH

Z. 260-61x (short threads) 20 and 30 ct. VF used . 20-cent is backstamped.

Tete-beche . ..

45 Z. K1 (Sc. 133a) 25 ct . F-W used.

46 Z. K7II (Sc. 152a) 5 ct . VF MNH, perfect centering. (Ph)

47 Z. OZ41 (Sc. B229a) 1953 PJ sheet of 24. VF MNH.

48 Z. S40 5+5 ct . interspace pair . VF MNH . (Ph)

49 Z. S42 . 10+5 ct. interspace pair . VF MNH . (Ph)

Airpost

50 Z. F3, 4z, 5-9 (Sc. C3, 4a, 5-9) VF MNH, though a few short perfs.

51 Z. F10-11z, F12 (Sc . C10-11a, 12) 65 ct . -1 Fr, VF MNH, couple of short perfs.

52 Z. F10z, 14z (Sc . C1 Oa, C13a) 65 and 35 ct . F used on piece with clear Dornach cancel

53 Z. F13 (Sc . C15) 2 Fr . VF MLH.

54 Z. F14-15z (Sc . 13-14a) 35 - 40 ct . VF MNH, 40-ct. with a short perf.

55 Z. F16-18 (Sc . C16-18) Disarmament set. VF MNH

56 Z. F19, 21-25 (Sc . C19, 21-25) Overprints . VF MNH.

57 Z. F26, 35-39 (Sc . C26, 35-39) . F26 used, F35-39 VF MNH.

58 Z. F27-34 (Sc. C27-34) VF MNH.

59 Z. F40 (Sc . C40) 1 .50 Fr . 1944 VF MNH.

60 Z. F41 (Sc . C41) Pro Aero Glider . VF MNH.

61 Z. F42 (Sc . C42) 1947 Swissair . VF MNH.

62 Z. F43-44 (Sc. C43-44) Color changes . VF MNH.

63 Z. F45 (Sc . C45) 1949 Pro Aero. VF MNH

Pro Juventute, Pro Patria

64 Z. WI 3 (Sc . B3) 1915 10 ct. Pro Juv. F-W with cds.

65 Z. WI 4 (Sc . B4) 1916 3 ct . VF with neat corner cancel.

66 Z. WI 7-9 (Sc . B7-9) 1917 Pro Juv . set. cds cancels . 7-8 VF ; 9 F with some clipped

perfs on right.

67 Z. W I 10 (Sc . B10) 1918 10 ct . F-W M HR.

68 Z. WI 18-20 (Sc . B18-20) 1921 Pro Juv. F-W used, with a few pulled perfs.

69 Z . WI 21-24 (Sc. B21-24) 1922 Pro Juv. F-W used.

70 Z . W I 98+991 (Sc . B116) 1941 PJ sheet . VF MNH.

71 Z. WI 98I+99I .2.01 (Sc. B116 var.) 1941 PJ sheet, "Raster im Haar" variety.
Clean Tag der Briefmarke cancel.

72 Z. W II 12 (Sc. B105) 1940 sheet . VF MNH.

MB Value

100 526

30 88

15 128

13 64

20 68

20 39

15 75

60 184

150 340

310 560

60 96

60 96

90 193

90 240

28 90

30 176

60 132

12 28

23 49

12 31

49 120

8 17

12 36

7 20

40 110

15 48

35 152

18 60

30 132

9 34

12 88

20 96

65 140

340 620

300 540

39

40

41

42

43

44
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Lot

	

Description

	

MB Value

73 Z . W II 19 (Sc . B119) 1942 Bundesfeier sheet. VF MNH.

74 Z . W II 29 (Sc . B149) 1945 30 ct . VF with nice corner cancel.

75 Z . W II 102 (Sc . B297) 1960 Owl sheet. VF MH.

76 Z. W III 1 (Sc . 226) 1934 NABA sheet. VF MNH.

77 Z. W III 11 (Sc. 242) 1938 Aarau sheet. VF with neat central FD exhibition cancel.

78 Z. W III 14 (Sc. B131) 1943 small Zürich sheet. VF MNH.

79 Z. W III 16 (Sc. B130) 1943 Large Zürich sheet . VF MNH.

80 Z. W III 16 (Sc. B130) 1943 Large Zürich sheet . F MNH.

81 Z. W III 23 (Sc. B144) 1945 Basel dove sheet . VF MNH.

82 Z. W III 31 (Sc. B178) 1948 IMABA sheet. Neat First-day IMABA cancel . VF MNH

83 Z. W III 32 (Sc. B206) 1951 Lunaba sheet . VF MNH.

Postage Due, Franchise

84 Z . P17AK, 18AN, 19AN, F-VF used.

85 Z . P18AK 10 ct. neat SON Neuchatel 13 .XI.85 cancel . Centered F-VF.

86 Z. P20C II K (Sc . J26a) 50-ct . F-VF, Bienne SON cds.

87 Z. P21C II K (Sc . J27a) 100-ct. VF, clear Lausanne cds + blue crayon strokes.

88 Z. P20F II N 50 ct. VF; clean Chiasso cds.

89 Z. P22GbN 500 ct. SON Zürich Bahnhof cds. F-VF.

90 Z. PP11B (Sc . S10a) 5 ct. Franchise without control number. VF M HR.

Covers

91 Pair of Z. 15IIa (Sc . 7) Types 29 and 30 on large piece of cover front . PD in oval cancel
on each stamp (A&E Gr . 13/B #27), also Thun cds 13.XI.50 on the piece. Both stamps
cut into at top, and Type 29 also cut into at upper left . Zeigler certif.

92 Z. 43 (Sc . 59) on cover. Neat Neuchatel 1880 cnls . Dated backstamp Ph Suchard on back

93 Two covers with Standing Helvetia : Z . 73D (Sc . 94) to NY (VF), 3 x 73E (Sc . 94a)

registered to Boston (F).

94 Z. 349-50 (Sc . 376-7) on clean addressed registered FDC.

95 Z. W I 57-60 (Sc . B57-60) 1931 Pro Juv. on cover to Konstanz . Some discoloration.

96 Z. W I 121-4 (Sc . B166-9) 1947 Pro Juv. on clean regis. FDC to Newark . IMABA seal on

reverse.

97 Z. WI 125-8 (Sc . B179-82) 1948 Pro Juv . on addressed cacheted FDC (Bern

Fischer Mätteli cancels).

98 Z. WI 129-32 (Sc . B187-90) 1949 Pro Juv. on addressed cacheted FDC (German)

99 Z. W I 133-7 (Sc . B196-200) 1950 Pro Juv. on clean FDC (German) to Georgia.

100 Z W I 138-42 (Sc . B207-11) 1951 Pro Juv . (+ 15-ct . Z. 300) on regis . cover to Wash ., D.C.

Cover has tears not affecting the stamps.

101 Z. WI 148-52 (Sc . B227-31) 1953 Pro Juv . plus Zürich airport (Z . 313, Sc . 344) on clean

cover to Md.

102 Z. W II 51-55 (Sc . B201-5) 1951 Pro Patria neat FDC, with German cancel, addressed to
CA, carries customs stamp too.

103 Z. W III 21 (Sc. B143) Lifeboat sheet on clean 20.XI.45 cover to NY.

104 Z. W III 25-28w (Sc. B170-173) on unaddressed cacheted cover, with official Olympic

cancels 3.II .48.

65 128

13 54

25 72

600 1,160

20 48+

48 100

55 96

40 96

90 160

70 104

210 420

70 224

15 80

35 120

35 120

20 48

55 200

28 88

300 1,800

70 220

15 43

9 32

42 88

78 180

45 120

45 120

140 272

18 56

22 70

100 176

250 480

16 40
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Lot

	

Description

	

MB Value

105 Z. W III 23 (Sc. B144) Basel Dove sheet on addressed cover with Basler Taube (show)

	

70 160
cancel . Cover has a fold not affecting the sheet.

Miscellaneous

106 Girardet Essay . If you have a 1924 Zumstein catalog (I don't) this is Figure 42

	

30
107 on p. 301 . VF vertical pair, no gum as issued . Can be cut apart and sold

separately. Bid on lot 106 for the pair (min. bid $60): lot 107 for single (Ph)

108 38 PTT Faltblatter nos. 102/151 (1971-77) (1984 Ersttag & Spezialkatalog)

AHPS Auction 102 (January 1995 TELL)
Prices realized

40 169

AHPS Auctions
Report : November 1994

George Struble
This is my report for AHPS auction from December

1993 through November 1994. We held Auction 98,
closing Dec. 1993, Auction 99, our donation auction,
closing February 1994, Auction 100, closing June
1994, and Auction 101, closing October 1994.

Gross
Proceeds

Paid to
Sellers

Net
Proceeds

Auction 98 $2576.00 2189.60 386.40
Auction 99 1283.00 (Donation) 1283 .00
Auction 100 3612.00 3026.75 585.25
Auction 101 1886.00 1603 .10 282.90

Total 2537 .55

Expenses:
Safe deposit box $ 45.00
APS Insurance 25.00
Photos 36.50
Postage 147.50
Supplies 6.97

Total expenses: 260.97

Proceeds to AHPS

Notes :

$2276.58

1 . The percentages of lots sold was:
Auction 98 46 sold of 146 lots = 32%
Auction 99 41 sold of 102 lots = 40%
Auction 100 60 sold of 158 lots = 38%
Auction 101 38 sold of 105 lots = 36%

14 TELL

I am reducing the number of lots that I list for a
second auction if they do not sell the first time. I
would like to see sale percentages higher than 50%.

2. The Donation Auction raised $1283 for the AHPS
treasury. Still, I was disappointed in the results.
There was a lot of nice material, especially from Bob
Zeigler and several of our advertisers . The unsold
material is now in AHPS Circuit Sales books.

3. Auctions this year will appear in the January,
May, and September TELLS. I will continue the
practice of including photos of some items.

4. I have appreciated the support of the AHPS
membership and officers. Our Tell editors have been
very helpful and supportive. I have had several
expressions of appreciation, and no complaints . One
form of reinforcement is that several of our suppliers
are also bidders.

5. I don't remember refusing any lots this year
because I thought they were forgeries, though there
was one cover with a bogus cancel.

So things are going smoothly, and I am still
having fun and learning more about Swiss philately.
Thanks for the opportunity.

Editors Note : AHPS offers auctions, sales circuits and
mini-ads as a service to our members . They are a
great way to find items needed in your collection and
to sell your duplicates. They are available because a
few members are willing to contribute their time . Use
these services and thank the volunteers for their
efforts the next time you communicate with them.
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HELVETIA 95 Convention
by Harlan F. Stone

About a baker 's dozen AHPS
members from two countries and
almost a dozen states, attending
the AHPS national convention on
March 10-12, created the most
noise at the APS Spring Meeting
during SCOPEX 95 at State
College, PA. They produced the
show ' s grand award winner,
celebrated renewed friendships and
made big plans for next year.

A highlight of the very social
weekend was the buffet that
President Ernie Bergman and his
wife Alice served at their home.
Spouses inflated the group to 16
happy Helvetians.

Chuck LaBlonde announced at
the AHPS business meeting that
both Kurt Kimmel, a member of
the Swiss Expert Commission, and
he will be judges at ARIPEX 96 in
Mesa, AZ, next January, where
AHPS will hold its next conven-
tion. The society voted to spend up
to $500 to make HELVETIA 96 a
big event there. Details will
appear in future issues of TELL.

May 1995

At a show-and-tell program,
Harlan Stone passed around a one
frame exhibit of "Switzerland' s
Golden Franc", the high-value
Sitting Helvetia stamp, including
rare destination covers. Chuck
LaBlonde taught the audience how
to translate the bar codes on
current Swiss covers into sorting
numbers for automated processing.

The highlights of a swap session
were dozens of Swiss philatelic
publications from the library of the
late Felix Ganz . His widow Cheryl
offered them to fellow AHPS
members for very low prices. The
unsold balance she donated to the
American Philatelic Research

Library in State College.
The convention's "long distance

award" went to Steve Turchik, past
vice president, who came all the
way from California.

Every AHPS member should
have received a special souvenir
cover from the convention. Ernie
Bergman prepared the cover's
cachet to commemorate the 150th
anniversary of the 1845 Basel Dove
cantonal stamp.

Half a dozen members made
plans to meet at BASLER TAUBE
95, the Swiss national exhibition in
Basel on June 17-25. FourAHPS
members in the United States will
be exhibitors there .
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